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 can deal with this problem thanks. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an injection molding apparatus. More particularly, the present invention relates to an injection molding apparatus for injection molding a plastic product. 2. Description of the Related Art Conventionally, a plastic product is molded by an injection molding apparatus. In this case, a molten resin is injected and
molded into a mold cavity formed in a mold by a predetermined pressure at a low speed. In the injection molding apparatus, a so-called mold clamping apparatus is provided, and the mold is clamped and opened by the mold clamping apparatus. After the plastic product is molded in this mold opening state, the mold is separated from the product. Then, a second plastic product is molded. In the

conventional mold clamping apparatus, the mold is clamped and opened by the mold clamping apparatus by a drive mechanism such as a hydraulic cylinder. When a material having an excellent heat-resisting property such as, for example, aluminum is used as a mold material, heat energy of a large amount generated during a mold clamping process is transmitted to the mold and mold material due to a
difference in thermal expansion between the mold and mold material. As a result, a mold opening state of the mold may be deformed due to a temperature rise of the mold and the mold material. Further, the mold opening state may become different due to a temperature change of the mold. When the mold opening state is changed due to a change in temperature, a state of the mold opening operation
is determined on the basis of a contact condition between the mold and mold material or the mold material by which the mold is opened. In this case, a malfunction or noise is likely to occur at a step of mold opening operation, resulting in a reduction in mold opening speed. Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide an injection molding apparatus capable of preventing a mold opening
speed from decreasing, reducing malfunction and noise of a mold opening operation. The above and other objects and advantages of the present invention will be attained by providing an injection molding apparatus comprising: a mold opening apparatus; and a mold clamping apparatus. The mold opening apparatus moves a mold body which holds a mold cavity from a mold closed position to a mold

opening position and separates the mold body from the mold at a mold opening time. The mold clamping apparatus clamps the mold body between the mold opening apparatus and mold clamping apparatus at the mold 82157476af
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